Concept’s
Interesting Things!

Converting old and Interesting artefacts to replay Sound, Light and
Video in informative Interactive and unusual ways.

1. Vintage Radio
2. Old Phones
3. Morse Code Keys
4. Morse Code Lamps
5. Fancy Speakers
6. Vintage Horn Speakers
7. Gas Masks
8. Helmets
9. Other Oddities
10. ....and Don’t Forget
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Radios
Interesting Things
Our Favourites!
Each Radio has an inbuilt Audio Player connected to its internal speaker giving a truly authentic
sound. We can even add crackles!!
Each radio can be set to play continuously, automatically, as someone approaches, or connected to
any number of buttons to enable visitors to select speci ic tracks.
On some models we can even make it so visitors actually tune between different clips!!
Alternatively we can make any radio set a simple Bluetooth receiver for iPhone or iPod!!
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Have an old Radio you want us to
convert?
We can convert most radios to play
from our audio players, and we will
even complete minor restoration
work on the item so its nice and
shinny when you get it back!
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Phones
We have a number of old style and Vintage Phones available with
built in Audio Players.
Interesting Things When the receiver is lifted the audio will play!
Resets after receiver is replaced.
Most models have a single audio player that can be set to play an audio
clip each time the receiver is lifted.
Alternatively some Phones can be adapted to play a speci ic audio
track when a certain number is dialled.
Some can even be set to ring when visitors approach!

Military Field Phone kit
A pair of fully functioning
Army Field phones complete
with about 300m mil spec
cable in a D10 ield bag.
Great for indoor / outdoor
activities , role play situations
or as a static interactive
exhibition piece.
Comes in a its own military
storage tin and includes
camou lage sheeting.

NEW: D
ial num
bers to h
ear clip
s!

Special!!
A set of 4 GPO pushbutton intercom
phones. Each phone has eight buttons to select individual messages.

Got one of your
own?
We will convert it
if we can!

Great spread around a room or exhibition for visitor information!
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Morse Code Key

Interesting Things

Original Vintage Morse Code Keys, fully restored and mounted on a
Hardwood Plinth.
“Built into the plinth is a Morse Sounder” giving authentic Morse
“beep” noises to keep visitors entertained.
NEW: Add a Tablet and our Morse interpreter for visitors to see which
letters and words they are creating with the Morse key! (see below)

Morse Code Interpreter

A Tablet Based interactive that interprets Morse
code and displays the letters and words onscreen.
Branded to your establishment (logo and Colours)
and complete with timeout and “rude” word ilter!

Got one of your own?
We will have a go at
restoring your item to full,
shinny working order ,
mount and add one of our
Morse sounders
(as above).

Simple power on / off, locked, commercial 10.1in
Tablet PC included.
Complete with a choice of vintage, mounted Morse
Code key and sounder.
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Morse Lamps

Interesting Things
Restored and fully working Morse Signalling Lamps of Various styles.
All our Lamps work using an LED bulb conversion and have a completely safe isolated 12v power
supply.

Coming Soon
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Fancy Speakers

Interesting Things
Beautiful Wood and Bakelite Speakers from the 1930’s onwards.
Replacing the Horn speakers and improving on the quality of radio listening.
Fantastic looking items in great condition.
ALL speakers have had, where necessary, a modern reliable replacement driver itted along with
one of our audio clip players to make a completely self contained unit.
Can loop play, be button or sensor triggered.
Alternatively we can make any item a simple Bluetooth Speaker for iPhone or iPod!!
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Speaker Horns
Horn Speakers were introduced around the start of the Early 1900’s
Interesting Things and usually accompanied a Crystal Radio set .
Our horn speakers are restored and in full working order. Fitted with a
modern reliable speaker and connected to one of our solid state audio
players or to a Bluetooth receiver to replay your audio clips.
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Gas Masks
Talking Gas Masks!
Interesting Things With a built in Audio player, usually housed in the Gas Mask Box, Oral
History, Nursery Rhymes or for an extremely spooky display some
simple “breathing” sounds are heard coming directly from the front of
the gas mask ilter!
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Helmets

Interesting Things

Oral History Helmets?
With a small speaker itted inside these helmets and attached to our
audio clip player. (or Bluetooth receiver)
Helmets can be mounted on Mannequin heads, Mahogany plinths or
combined with Gas Masks etc.
Triggered, Looped or button activated playback.

Current Stock

WW2 Wardens Helmet. Ready to load Oral History or other
interesting audio clips.

Complete with severed head, this authentic
Knights Helmet can say whatever you want!
We currently have him saying
“AAAGGGGHHHHHH!”
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Other Oddities

Interesting Things

If you can imagine any kind of items that might bene it from the
addition of Sound or Light give us a call and perhaps we can discover
some new and interesting ways of delivering the experience.
From room ambient to engines, art installations, talking manikins et
etc. etc. etc.

This Bomb “Ticks” when
you touch it!!
.....or it would do if we
could ind a Bomb!!!
If anyone has one...????????
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......and don't forget
Interesting Things

We are also a “Normal?” A/V company.


















We produce Audio and Video
Complete oral histories
Produce sound effects
Spoken word
Tourguide content
Informative Video production
Editing and slideshow presentations
We supply all manner of Audio Visual
hardware and software solutions.....
Screens
Tourgide's
Audio replay “stuff”!
We produce bespoke touchscreen
interactives....
We install, service, design and specify
equipment to suit your needs....
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